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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Random subspace methods are a new approach to obtain accurate forecasts in high-dimensional regression settings. Forecasts are constructed by averaging over forecasts from many submodels generated by random selection or random Gaussian weighting of predictors. This paper derives upper bounds on the asymptotic mean squared forecast error of these strategies, which show that the methods are particularly suitable for macroeconomic forecasting. An empirical application to the FRED-MD data confirms the theoretical findings, and shows random subspace methods to outperform competing methods on key macroeconomic indicators.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Due to the increase in available macroeconomic data, dimension reduction methods have become an important tool to obtain accurate forecasts. A well-known approach is to reduce the dimension of the predictor set by identifying a small set of factors that drive most of the variation in the high-dimensional predictor set, as in Stock and Watson (2002a, 2006) and Bai and Ng (2006, 2008). Whether one uses the original predictor set or the extracted factors, selection of the relevant predictors is commonly subject to substantial uncertainty. Consequently, employing model selection and shrinkage methods that estimate inclusion weights for the predictors increases the forecast variance (Ng, 2013).

A seemingly naïve strategy is to forgo data-based shrinkage or selection, and assign random weights to the predictors. A priori there seems no reason to expect this to lead to accurate forecasts, but empirical evidence suggests otherwise. For example, Elliott et al. (2013, 2015) find that averaging over forecasts constructed from randomly selected subsets of predictors substantially lowers the mean squared forecast error compared with data-driven alternatives. The theoretical justification of these randomized approaches is not completely understood. We provide new theoretical results which suggest that random subspace methods are particularly useful for macroeconomic forecasting, and provide empirical evidence that supports these conclusions.

We distinguish two different approaches to construct a random subspace. Random subset regression uses randomly selected subsets of predictors to estimate many low-dimensional approximations to the original model. The forecasts from these submodels are then combined in order to lower the mean squared forecast error (MSFE). Instead of selecting subsets of available predictors, Gaussian random projection regression forms a low-dimensional subspace by averaging over predictors using random weights drawn from a standard normal distribution.
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We derive upper bounds on the asymptotic MSFE for random subset regression and Gaussian random projection regression, and use these bounds to determine in which settings the methods are most effective. We find that when factors that explain most variation in the predictors drive the dependent variable, the bias in the forecast is relatively small. This suggests that random subspace methods are particularly suited for macroeconomic forecasting. The bounds furthermore indicate that in this set-up random subset regression is preferred over Gaussian random projection regression. A numerical study shows that the exact mean squared forecast error reflects the intuition gained from the bounds.

The bounds are derived for forecasts that take the expected value over the random matrix used to generate the subspace. In practice, we have to settle for a finite number of draws. We show that this has a negligible effect on the asymptotic MSFE when the number of draws scales linearly with the number of predictors, up to a logarithmic factor. This explains why Elliott et al. (2013) find no deterioration in performance when not all subsets are used, which would require a number of draws exponential in the number of predictors.

An application to 130 macroeconomic time series in the FRED-MD data set of McCracken and Ng (2016) confirms the theoretical findings. The random subspace methods improve forecast accuracy compared to well-known alternatives. Compared to principal component regression, the random subspace methods appear more robust to the selected dimension of the subspace.

Random sampling methods are widely used in the statistics and machine learning literature but rather new to economics (Ng, 2015). Similar to random subset regression, bootstrap aggregation methods fit models on subsets of the data, and then aggregate the forecasts of the submodels to a final prediction. However, bootstrap aggregation methods originally select among observations instead of predictors. When drawing subsets of observations with replacement, this is known as ‘bagging’ (Breiman, 1996), and when drawing without replacement as ‘pasting’ (Breiman, 1999). Alternative methods to reduce the number of observations are provided by Ma et al. (2015). Inoue and Kilian (2008) show that bagging does not convincingly outperform econometric benchmark models in forecasting inflation.

Random subset regression is a form of bootstrap aggregation where one draws subsets of predictors instead of observations. This is also referred to as ‘feature bagging’. In contrast to a computational motivation (Lu et al., 2013), we focus on statistical gains achieved by reducing the dimension of the set of predictors. We also do not apply further model selection methods to the low-dimensional models, as is often the case for bootstrap aggregation.

The justification for random projection regression is usually derived from the Johnson–Lindenstrauss lemma (Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984), which has recently inspired economic applications on discrete choice models by Chio and Shum (2016), forecasting product sales by Schneider and Gupta (2016), and forecasting using large vector autoregressions by Koop et al. (2016) based on the framework of Guhaniyogi and Dunson (2015). In contrast to alternative methods to construct a new set of predictors, as in Frieze et al. (2004) and Mahoney and Drineas (2009), random projection regression uses predictor weights independent of the data, involves only a single tuning parameter, and is simple to implement. Upper bounds are derived on the in-sample mean squared error under fixed regressors by Maillard and Munos (2009), Kabán (2014) and Thanei et al. (2017). Our out-of-sample bound improves these results, and applies to a range of time-series models.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the random subspace methods. The theoretical results on the forecast performance of these methods are derived in Section 3. The intuition that follows from the theoretical results is verified in a numerical experiment in Section 4. Section 5 discusses an empirical application to monthly macroeconomic data. Section 6 concludes.

2. Methods

Consider the model
\[ y_{t+1} = w'_t \beta_w + x'_t \beta_x + \varepsilon_{t+1}, \]  
(1)
where \( w_t \) is a \( p_w \times 1 \) vector of predictors thought to be essential to the model, such as a constant and lags of \( y_{t+1}, x_t \) is a \( p_x \times 1 \) vector of possibly relevant predictors, and the forecast error is denoted by \( \varepsilon_{t+1} \). The time index \( t \) runs from \( t = 0, \ldots, T \). We assume that \( \mathbb{E}[\varepsilon_{t+1}|w_t, x_t] = 0 \) and \( \mathbb{E}[\varepsilon_{t+1}^2|w_t, x_t] = \sigma^2 \). Further assumptions on the sequence \( \{(w'_t, x'_t, \varepsilon_{t+1})\} \) will be given in Section 3. Under these assumptions, both \( w_t \) and \( x_t \) can contain lags of \( y_{t+1} \) or they can consist of factors derived from an additional set of observed variables.

We study the asymptotic mean squared forecast error of point forecasts \( \hat{y}_{t+1} \) for \( y_{t+1} \) when the number of available predictors \( p \) is large and fixed, the predictors in \( x_t \) are weakly related to \( y_{t+1} \), and \( T \rightarrow \infty \). The predictors \( z_t = (w'_t, x'_t) \), with \( t = 0, \ldots, T-1 \), are used in the estimation of the \( p \times 1 \) parameter vector \( \beta = (\beta_w', \beta_x') \), and \( z_T = (w'_T, x'_T) \) is only used for the construction of \( \hat{y}_{t+1} \).

For any estimator \( \hat{\beta} \) for \( \beta \), we define the asymptotic mean squared forecast error as
\[ \rho = \lim_{T \rightarrow \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ (y_{t+1} - z'_t \hat{\beta})^2 - \sigma^2 \right] = \lim_{T \rightarrow \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ (z'_t \beta - z'_t \hat{\beta})^2 \right]. \]  
(2)
following for example Hansen (2010) and Hirano and Wright (2017). The error variance \( \sigma^2 \) is subtracted as it arises from the error \( \varepsilon_{t+1} \), which is unpredictable for any method, and the operator \( \mathbb{E}[\cdot] \) denotes the expectation with respect to \( \{(z_t, \varepsilon_{t+1})\}_{t=0}^T \). The methods in this paper reduce the dimension of the predictors in \( x_t \) to \( k < p_x \), while maintaining the dimension of the predictors in \( w_t \). We indicate this by writing \( \rho(p_w, k) \) for the asymptotic mean squared forecast error.
Denote the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator without dimension reduction as \( \hat{\beta} \). This estimator yields the following forecast,

\[
\hat{y}^{\text{OLS}}_{T+1} = z' \hat{\beta} = z'_i (Z'Z)^{-1} Z' y,
\]

where \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_T)' \), \( Z = (z_0, \ldots, z_{T-1})' \). Then,

\[
\rho(p_w, p_x) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \text{TE} \left[ (\hat{\beta} - \beta)' z_T z'_i (\hat{\beta} - \beta) \right] = \lim_{T \to \infty} \text{TE} \left[ (\hat{\beta} - \beta)' \Sigma_z (\hat{\beta} - \beta) \right] = \sigma^2 (p_w + p_x),
\]

where \( \Sigma_z = \text{E}[z_t z'_i] \) for \( t = 0, \ldots, T \). The second line holds since \( z_t \) is asymptotically independent of \( \sqrt{T} (\hat{\beta} - \beta) \), which we show in Appendix A.1, and the final line is implied by the assumptions in Section 3, under which \( \sqrt{T} (\hat{\beta} - \beta) \to N(0, \sigma^2 \Sigma_z^{-1}) \).

Since the asymptotic MSFE in (4) increases with the number of estimated coefficients, the forecast accuracy might benefit from dimension reduction techniques when \( x_t \) contains a large number of predictors. Although dimension reduction generally lowers the forecast variance, it may induce omitted variable bias that increases the MSFE.

### 2.1. Random subspace methods

A generic approach to dimension reduction is to multiply \( x_t \) with a \( p_x \times k \) matrix \( R \), where \( k < p_x \), to obtain the approximating model

\[
y_{t+1} = w'_i \beta_w + x'_i R \beta_{x,R} + u_{t+1}.
\]

The construction of the matrix \( R \) is often data-driven. Model selection methods based on information criteria effectively estimate \( R \) as a selection matrix based on the available data. Principal component regression takes \( R \) as the matrix of principal component loadings corresponding to the \( k \) largest eigenvalues from the sample covariance matrix of the predictors \( x_t \). Alternatively, random subspace methods generate the elements of \( R \) from a probability distribution that is independent of the data. By averaging over forecasts based on different draws of \( R \), random subspace methods reduce the forecast variance, while maintaining most of the signal. We consider two choices for \( R \), which yield random subset regression and random projection regression.

#### 2.1.1. Random subset regression

In random subset regression (RS), the matrix \( R \) is a random selection matrix that selects a random set of \( k \) predictors out of the original \( p_x \) available predictors. Define an index \( l = 1, \ldots, k \) with \( k \) the dimension of the subspace, and a scalar \( c(l) \) such that \( 1 \leq c(l) \leq p_x \). Denote by \( e_{c(l)} \) a \( p_x \)-dimensional vector with its \( c(l) \)th entry equal to one, then random subset regression is based on random matrices

\[
\begin{bmatrix} e_{c(1)}, \ldots, e_{c(k)} \end{bmatrix}, \quad e_{c(m)} \neq e_{c(n)} \text{ if } m \neq n.
\]

#### 2.1.2. Random projection regression

Instead of selecting a subset of predictors, we can also take weighted averages to construct a new set of predictors. Random projection regression (RP) chooses the weights at random. This paper considers Gaussian random projections, which draws the weights from a normal distribution. In this case, each entry of \( R \) is independent and identically distributed as

\[
[R]_{ij} \sim N(0, 1), \quad 1 \leq i \leq p_x, \quad 1 \leq j \leq k.
\]

Alternative choices not considered in this paper are for example the database-friendly random projections proposed by Achlioptas (2003), or the fast Johnson–Lindenstrauss transform by Ailon and Chazelle (2009).

### 2.2. Forecasts from low-dimensional models

We rewrite the approximating model (5) as

\[
y_{t+1} = z'_i S_R \beta_R + u_{t+1}, \quad \text{with } S_R = \begin{pmatrix} I_{p_x} & O \\ O & R \end{pmatrix}.
\]

The least squares estimator of \( \beta_R \) is given by

\[
\hat{\beta}_R = (S'_R Z S_R)^{-1} S'_R Z y.
\]

Using this estimate, we construct a forecast for \( y_{T+1} \) as

\[
\hat{y}_{T+1} = z'_i S_R \hat{\beta}_R.
\]
If $R$ is a random matrix, relying on a single realization is suboptimal. Jensen’s inequality shows that averaging over forecasts based on different realizations of $R$ will lower the MSFE,
\[
E\left[ (y_{T+1} - \hat{y}_{T+1, R})^2 \right] \leq E\left[ (y_{T+1} - \hat{y}_{T+1, R})^2 - \sigma^2 \right],
\]
where $E_R$ denotes the expectation only with respect to the random matrix $R$. We therefore forecast $y_{T+1}$ as
\[
\hat{y}_{T+1} = E_R[\hat{y}_{T+1, R}].
\]
(11)
In practice, we need to replace the expectation with a finite sum. Theorem 2 in Section 3.2 shows that this does not affect the mean squared forecast error as long as the number of draws of $R$ is of $O(p, \log p)$. This also implies that for a sufficient number of draws, forecasters that use a different sequence of random matrices will obtain the same forecast accuracy.

3. Theoretical results

The results in this section are based on the linear regression model defined in (1) and the following additional assumptions on the regressors $z_i$ and error terms $\epsilon_{t+1}$. Consider the time index $t = 0, \ldots, T$, and the parameter index $i = 1, \ldots, p$. Denote by $\Delta$ a finite constant independent of the dimensions $p$ and $T$.

A1. $\{z'_t, \epsilon_{t+1}\}$ is a strong mixing sequence of size $a = -r/(r - 2), r > 2$.

A2. $E[\epsilon_{t+1} | z_t] = 0$.

A3. $E[\epsilon_{t+1}^2 | z_t] = \sigma^2$.

A4. $E[z_t \epsilon_{t+1}'] \leq \Delta < \infty$.

A5. $E[z_t z_t'] = \Sigma_z = \left( \begin{array}{cc} \Sigma_w & \Sigma_{wx} \\ \Sigma_{wx}' & \Sigma_x \end{array} \right)$ is positive definite.

A6. $\text{Var}[T^{-1/2}Z' \epsilon] = \sigma^2 \Sigma_z$.

A7. $E[z_t^2]^{1/2+\delta} \leq \Delta < \infty$.

The mixing size $a$ in Assumption A1 is defined as in White (1984), Definition 3.42. In addition to standard results on asymptotic normality, the strong mixing assumption allows us to establish independence between $z_t$ and the estimation error $\sqrt{T}(\beta - \hat{\beta})$, as we show in Appendix A.1. The necessity for this independence in deriving the asymptotic MSFE has been noted in Hansen (2008), and appears implied in equation (2.2) of Hirano and Wright (2017).

Under stated assumptions, our theoretical results apply to weakly dependent time series models. In particular, they allow both $w_t$ and $x_t$ to contain lagged values of the dependent variable. Assumptions A1–A7, guarantee that
\[
\frac{1}{\sqrt{T}} Z'_t \epsilon_t \overset{d}{\to} N(0, \sigma^2 \Sigma_z), \quad \text{plim}_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} Z' Z = \Sigma_z.
\]
(12)
see for example White (1984).

We make one additional assumption with regard to the strength of the predictors, which rules out the possibility to consistently estimate $\beta$ as $T \to \infty$.

A8. The parameter vector $\beta$ is local-to-zero, i.e.
\[
\beta_k = \frac{1}{\sqrt{T}} \beta_{k, 0},
\]
(13)
where $\beta_{k, 0}$ is a fixed $p_k \times 1$ vector.

Under local-to-zero coefficients, the bias induced by using a low-dimensional subspace is finite, see Claeskens and Hjort (2008). When coefficients tend to zero at a slower rate compared to Assumption A8, the forecast based on OLS estimation in (3) using all predictors is asymptotically the optimal forecast.

The theoretical results allow forecasting models that assume a factor structure in $x_t$, such as the diffusion index model (Stock and Watson, 2002a). If the factors are only weakly related to the dependent variable as in Assumption A8, the diffusion index model can be treated along the same lines as (1) upon replacing $x_t$ with $p_f$ common factors in $f_t$. Bai and Ng (2006) show that if $p_x/T \to \infty$, estimation of the factors does not affect the forecast distribution. If $p_x/T = O(1)$, an additive term enters due to the estimation error in the factors.
3.1. MSFE for forecasts from low-dimensional models

The asymptotic mean squared forecast error of the forecast (11) is
\[
\rho(p_w, k) = \lim_{t \to \infty} T E \left[ \left( z_t \hat{\beta} - z_t E_{R_k} \left[ S_k \hat{\beta}_R \right] \right)^2 \right].
\]  
(14)

The following theorem provides an upper bound on (14).

**Theorem 1.** Let \( R \in \mathbb{R}^{p_x \times k} \) be a matrix such that \( E_R [RR'] = (k/p_x) p_x \). Define \( \Sigma = \Sigma_x - \Sigma_{xx}^{-1} \Sigma_{wx} \). The asymptotic mean squared forecast error \( \rho(p_w, k) \) in (14) under (1) satisfying Assumptions A1–A8, is upper bounded by
\[
\rho(p_w, k) \leq \sigma^2(p_w + k) + \beta'_x \Sigma \beta_x - \frac{k}{p_x} \beta'_x \Sigma \left[w_x \Sigma + (1 - w_x)D_\Sigma\right]^{-1} \Sigma \beta_x.
\]  
(15)

A proof is presented in Appendix A.2.

The first term of (15) represents the variance of the estimates. This can be compared to the variance that is achieved by forecasting using OLS estimates for \( \beta \), which is equal to \( \sigma^2(p_w + p_x) \) as shown in (4). In empirical applications, we expect \( p_w \) to be small, as \( w_t \) usually only contains a constant and a small number of lags. The number of additional variables \( p_x \) can however be large, and hence, the reduction in variance to \( k \) can be substantial.

The remaining terms in (15) reflect the bias that arises by projecting \( x_t \) to a low-dimensional subspace. If any signal is present, Theorem 1 shows that this bias is strictly smaller than the bias of the naive estimator that does not use any of the predictors in \( x_t \), which equals \( \beta'_x \Sigma \beta_x \). We show below that for random subset regression and random projection regression the bound in (15) reduces to (4) when \( k = p_x \).

Loosely speaking, the product \( (p_x/k) R R' \Sigma R R' (p_x/k) \) first projects \( \Sigma \) to a \( k \)-dimensional subspace by multiplying with \( R \) from the left and the right, and then re-inflates by multiplication with \( (p_x/k) R \). If little information is lost in this procedure, the final term in (15) will be close to \( \beta'_x \Sigma \beta_x \), and the bias is small.

3.1.1. MSFE bound for random subset regression

For both random subset regression and random projection regression, the bound in (15) can be evaluated explicitly. For the random selection matrices in (6) we have the following result.

**Lemma 1.** For random subset regression, the asymptotic MSFE \( \rho(p_w, k) \) given in (14) under (1) satisfying Assumptions A1–A8, is upper bounded by
\[
\rho(p_w, k) \leq \sigma^2(p_w + k) + \beta'_x \Sigma \beta_x - \frac{k}{p_x} \beta'_x \Sigma \left[w_x \Sigma + (1 - w_x)D_\Sigma\right]^{-1} \Sigma \beta_x.
\]

where \( w_x = (p_x - 1)^{-1}(k - 1) \), and \( D_\Sigma \) is a diagonal matrix with \( \|D_\Sigma\|_i = \Sigma_{ii} \).

A proof is given in Appendix A.3.

The bound for random subset regression depends on a convex combination of the full covariance matrix \( \Sigma \) and its diagonal elements \( D_\Sigma \). When \( k = 1 \), all weight is put on \( D_\Sigma \). In this case, all information on cross-correlations is lost in the low-dimensional subspace. When \( k = p_x \), the bound reduces to the exact expression for OLS using \( p \) predictors as in (4).

3.1.2. MSFE bound for random projection regression

When \( R \) is constructed as in (7), the columns are not exactly orthogonal. Potentially, the lack of orthogonality of \( R \) results in an unnecessary loss of information compared to the use of a \( p_x \times k \) matrix \( Q \) with orthogonal columns. However, the following lemma states that no such loss occurs.

**Lemma 2.** Suppose \( R \) is a \( p_x \times k \) matrix of independent standard normal random variables, \( Q = R (R' R)^{-1/2} \) a \( p_x \times k \) matrix with orthogonal columns, and \( P = (R' R)^{1/2} \) an invertible \( k \times k \) matrix, then
\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} T E \left[ \left( z_t \hat{\beta} - z_t E_R \left[ S_k \hat{\beta}_R \right] \right)^2 \right] = \lim_{t \to \infty} T E \left[ \left( z_t \hat{\beta} - z_t E_Q \left[ S_Q \hat{\beta}_Q \right] \right)^2 \right].
\]

A proof is provided in Appendix A.4.

By Lemma 2 we can replace \( R \) in Theorem 1 by \( Q \), even though we are using \( R \) in the construction of the estimator. The bound on the asymptotic MSFE for random projection regression follows from the fourth order moments of the elements of \( Q \). This approach improves upon in-sample mean squared error bounds of Maillard and Munos (2009), Kabán (2014), and Thanei et al. (2017).

**Lemma 3.** For random projection regression, the asymptotic MSFE \( \rho(p_w, k) \) given in (14) under (1) satisfying Assumptions A1–A8, is upper bounded by
\[
\rho(p_w, k) \leq \sigma^2(p_w + k) + \beta'_x \Sigma \beta_x - \frac{k}{p_x} \beta'_x \Sigma \left[w_p \Sigma + (1 - w_p)\frac{\text{tr}(\Sigma)}{p_x} \right]^{-1} \Sigma \beta_x,
\]
where \( w_p = [(p_x + 2)(p_x - 1)]^{-1}[p_x(k + 1) - 2] \), and \( \text{tr}(\Sigma) \) denotes the trace of \( \Sigma \).
A proof is provided in Appendix A.5.

The bound for random projection regression depends on a convex combination of $\Sigma$ and the constant diagonal matrix $\frac{\text{tr}(\Sigma)}{p_x} I_{p_x}$. When $k = 1$, nearly all weight is put on the latter. When $k = p_x$, all weight is put on $\Sigma$ and the bound reduces to the exact expression for the unbiased estimator provided in (4).

### 3.2. MSFE under a finite number of draws

The derived bounds are valid for forecasts that depend on the expectation over the random matrix $R$. In practice, we need to approximate this expectation by averaging over a finite number of draws of the matrix $R$. If one would have to draw all possible subsets of size $k$ from $p_x$ predictors, the number of required draws is exponential in $p_x$, limiting the practical use of the methods. The following theorem guarantees that in order to get close to the expectation, we only require a number of draws that is linear in $p_x$, up to logarithmic factors.

**Theorem 2.** Let $\hat{y}_{T+1.5} = N^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \hat{y}_{T+1.5,i}$, with $\hat{y}_{T+1.5,i}$ as in (10) where $R_i$ is a realization of the random matrix $R$, and $\hat{y}_{T+1}$ as in (11). Denote by $\rho_s(p_w, k)$ the asymptotic MSFE based on $\hat{y}_{T+1.5}$. Denote by $\rho(p_w, k)$ the asymptotic MSFE based on $\hat{y}_{T+1}$ as in (14). When $N = O(p_x \log p_x)$,

$$\rho_s(p_w, k) = (1 + \epsilon) \rho(p_w, k),$$

for an arbitrarily small constant $\epsilon > 0$.

A proof is provided in Appendix A.6.

**Theorem 2** provides a theoretical justification of the results obtained in Elliott et al. (2013, 2015), who found no loss in accuracy when using a relatively small number of random subsets instead of all available subsets.

### 3.3. Comparison between the random subspace methods

The derived bounds identify cases where the random subspace methods are expected to perform well, and where one of the two methods is preferred over the other. Consider the case where all predictors are subject to dimension reduction, so that Lemmas 1 and 3 apply with $p_w = 0$ and $\Sigma = \Sigma_x$. Conform common practice in macroeconomic forecasting, we assume that the predictors are standardized, such that $[\Sigma_x]_{ii} = 1$ for $i = 1, \ldots, p_x$

Decompose the covariance matrix $\Sigma_x = H \Lambda H'$, where the orthogonal matrix $H$ contains the eigenvectors of $\Sigma_x$ and $\Lambda$ is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues sorted in decreasing order. The bounds for both random subspace methods reduce to

$$\rho(0, k) \leq \sigma^2 k + \sum_{i=1}^{p_x} \lambda_i \left( 1 - \frac{k}{p_x} \frac{\lambda_i}{w_i (\lambda_i - 1) + 1} \right) \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{p_x} [\beta_{i,0}] h_{i,j}}{\sum_{i=1}^{p_x} [\beta_{i,0}] h_{i,j}} \right)^2,$$

where $\lambda_i = [\Lambda]_{ii}$, $h_{i,j} = [H]_{ij}$, and $w_i$ is given for random subset regression by $w_i$ in **Lemma 1**, and for random projection regression by $w_i$ in **Lemma 3**.

Interpretation of the bound in (18) is further simplified by rewriting the data generating process in (1) to

$$y_{t+1} = f'_t \gamma + \epsilon_{t+1},$$

where $f_t = \chi \gamma$ is a vector of principal components corresponding to the eigenvalues of $\Sigma_x$ in decreasing order. Since the random subspace methods are applied to the predictors $x_t$, and $f'_t \gamma = \chi'H \gamma$, the random subspace methods estimate the parameter vector $\beta_x = H \gamma$. In line with (13), we assume that the factors are weakly related to the dependent variable and define $\gamma = \gamma_0/\sqrt{T}$, where $\gamma_0 = (\gamma_{0,1}, \ldots, \gamma_{0,p_x})$ is a fixed $p_x \times 1$ vector. The bound in (18) reduces to

$$\rho(0, k) \leq \sigma^2 k + \sum_{i=1}^{p_x} \gamma_0^2 \lambda_i \left( 1 - \frac{k}{p_x} \frac{\lambda_i}{w_i (\lambda_i - 1) + 1} \right).$$

The second term of (20) represents the forecast bias. This bias term is a function of the weight $w_i$, which equals $(p_x - 1)^{-1} (k - 1)$ for random subset regression and $[(p_x + 2)(p_x - 1)]^{-1} [p_x (k + 1) - 2]$ for random projection regression. Since the data is standardized, the average eigenvalue $\hat{\lambda} = p_x^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{p_x} \lambda_i = 1$. In settings with $p_x$ and $k < p_x$ sufficiently large, the weight $w_i$ is close to $k/p_x$ for both random subspace methods, and $w_i \lambda_i \gg 1$ for each $\lambda_i \gg \hat{\lambda}$. Then, the term in parenthesis in (20) is approximately equal to $1 - k/(p_x w_i)$ and, since $w_i$ is close to $k/p_x$, the bias term corresponding to eigenvalues $\lambda_i \gg \hat{\lambda}$ will be small.

In macroeconomic forecasting, it is generally assumed that the dependent variable is well explained by a small number of principal components associated with the largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the predictors. This implies that the nonzero coefficients $\gamma_{0,i}$ are associated with eigenvalues that are large relative to the average eigenvalue. The previous discussion suggests that in this case the nonzero bias terms in (20) are small, which means that the forecast variance can be reduced by setting $k < p_x$ without inducing a large bias in the forecast.
Furthermore, random subset regression is expected to outperform random projection regression in macroeconomic forecasting. The bound for the two random subspace methods differs only through the weight $w_i$. The difference between the weight $w_i$ under random projection regression and random subset regression is given by $w_p - w_i = 2((p_x + 2)(p_x - 1))^{-1}(p_x - k) > 0$. This implies that a nonzero coefficient $\gamma_{0,i}$ associated with an eigenvalue $\lambda_i > 1$, induces less bias when using random subset regression. In contrast, if $\gamma_{0,i}$ is non-zero and $\lambda_i < 1$, the bias is smaller when using random projection regression. The effect of the weight difference is small when the eigenvalues are approximately equal to one.

4. Numerical evaluation

To verify whether the intuition gained from the bounds is reflected in the asymptotic MSFE, we numerically evaluate the asymptotic MSFE given by (14) in the setting of Section 3.3. We consider the principal component regression model in (19), where a small number of principal components drives the dependent variable. These principal components are extracted from the correlation matrix of the 130 indicators in the FRED-MD data used in Section 5. The number of nonzero coefficients is varied over $p_f = \{2, 5\}$. As Elliott et al. (2015), we consider local-to-zero coefficients $\gamma_i = \gamma_{0,i}/\sqrt{T}$, where $\gamma_{0,i} = c\lambda_i^{-1/2}$ for $i = 1, \ldots, p_f$. The multiplication with $\lambda_i^{-1/2}$ ensures that each principal component contributes equally to the signal. The parameter $c$ determines the signal strength $\eta = \beta_{x,0}^\top \Sigma_x \beta_{x,0} = \gamma_0^2 A_0 = c^2 \cdot p_f$. We vary $\eta = \{p_x, p_f\}$, corresponding to a strong and a weak signal. The error variance $\sigma^2 = 1$.

For each setting, we calculate the bound for random subset regression and random projection regression in (20). Alongside the bounds we calculate the asymptotic MSFE using simulation. The proof of Lemma 7 in Appendix A.6 shows that the asymptotic MSFE in (14) can be rewritten as

$$\rho(0, k) = \sigma^2 \text{tr}(E_k[V]^2) + \gamma_0^2 H^\top \Sigma_x^{-1/2} E_k[U]^2 \Sigma_x^{-1/2} H \gamma_0,$$

where $V = \Sigma_x^{1/2} (R' \Sigma_x R)^{-1} R' \Sigma_x^{1/2}$, $U = I_{p_x} - V$, and $H$ is the matrix of eigenvectors such that $\Sigma_x = H \Lambda H^\top$. We evaluate the expectations by averaging over $N = 10,000$ draws of the random matrix $R$. Note that the random subspace methods are applied to the original predictors instead of transforming these to the principal components, see the discussion following (19).

As a benchmark, we include the MSFE under principal component regression. This method extracts the principal components from $\Sigma_x$ and then estimates (19) using the first $k$ principal components. The MSFE equals

$$\rho^{PCR}(0, k) = \sigma^2 k + \mathbb{I}[k < p_f] \sum_{i=k+1}^{p_f} \gamma_{0,i}^2 \lambda_i,$$

with $\mathbb{I}[\cdot]$ an indicator function that is equal to one if its argument is true and zero otherwise. Note that in this set-up, there is no estimation uncertainty in the principal components, as there would be in a factor model in finite sample.

Fig. 1 depicts the bounds for the random subspace methods for different values of the subspace dimension $k$, together with the asymptotic MSFE, relative to that of OLS using all $p_x$ predictors. The number of principal components is set to $p_f = 2$ in the upper panels, and $p_f = 5$ in the lower panels. We also plot the exact asymptotic MSFE achieved by principal component regression.

In the left panels, the signal is strong. The bounds on the asymptotic MSFE indicate that random subset regression should outperform random projection regression. This is also reflected in the asymptotic MSFE. The relative MSFE of RS to RP, both evaluated at the subspace dimension that yields the lowest MSFE, equals 0.865 when $p_f = 2$, and 0.882 when $p_f = 5$. The optimal principal component regression model selects the correct number of principal components, and hence, achieves an asymptotic MSFE equal to $p_f$. In case of a strong signal, we see that this method is preferred over the random subspace methods.

In the right panels of Fig. 1, we show the results for a weak signal. The reduction in signal lowers the bias incurred by using a small subspace dimension, and consequently we find a lower optimal subspace dimension. The difference between the random subspace methods is less apparent in this setting. The relative MSFE of RS to RP, both evaluated at the subspace dimension that yields the lowest MSFE, equals 0.968 when $p_f = 2$, and 0.985 when $p_f = 5$. The derived bounds are slightly above the asymptotic MSFE obtained by principal component regression. However, both random subspace methods achieve a lower asymptotic MSFE for each choice of $k$.

5. Empirical application

5.1. Data and methods

We use the FRED-MD database consisting of 130 monthly macroeconomic and financial series running from January 1960 through December 2014. The data can be grouped in eight different categories: output and income (1), labor market (2), housing (3), consumption, orders, and inventories (4), money and credit (5), interest rate and exchange rates (6), prices (7), and stock market (8). The data and transformations are described in detail by McCracken and Ng (2016). We find a small number of missing values, which are recursively replaced by the value in the previous time period of that variable.
Fig. 1. Upper bounds asymptotic MSFE random subspace methods. Note: The figure shows the asymptotic MSFE in (21) as a function of the subspace dimension \( k \) for random subset regression (RS, solid line) and random projection regression (RP, dashed line) relative to (4) with \( \sigma^2 = 1, p_w = 0 \) and \( p_x = 130 \). The bounds in (20) are shown with markers. The dash-dotted line shows the asymptotic MSFE for principal component regression (PC) in (22). In the upper panel, the number of relevant principal components \( p_f = 2 \), the lower panel takes \( p_f = 5 \). The signal strength equals \( p_x \) on the left, and \( p_f \) on the right.

We use an expanding window to produce 420 forecasts, from January 1980 to December 2014. As Stock and Watson (2012), we use each of the 130 series as the dependent variable to be forecast. We follow Bai and Ng (2008) by allowing six lags of the dependent variable and evaluating the forecast performance relative to an AR(4) model. The dependent variable \( y_{t+1} \) in (1) is one of the macroeconomic time series, \( w_t \) includes an intercept and the first four lags of the dependent variable \( y_{t+1} \), and \( x_t \) consists of the fifth and sixth lags of \( y_{t+1} \), and all 129 remaining variables in the database. Including lags of \( x_t \) yields qualitatively similar results. We standardize the predictors in each estimation window.

We apply dimension reduction or regularization to the predictors in \( x_t \) using six different methods: random projection regression (RP), random subset regression (RS), principal component regression (PC), partial least squares (PL), ridge regression (RI), and lasso (LA). The subspace dimension, number of factors, or the penalty parameters of these methods are recursively selected on past predictive performance, using a burn-in period of 60 observations. The random subspace methods average \( N = 1,000 \) forecasts to obtain one prediction, and we vary the subspace dimension \( k \) over \( \{0, \ldots, 100\} \).

Principal component regression and partial least squares achieve dimension reduction by using a small number of factors as predictors. We implement principal component regression by estimating \( k \) factors of dimension \((T + 1) \times 1\) by applying principal component analysis to the standardized matrix of predictors \( X = [x_0, \ldots, x_T]' \). This follows the estimation procedure outlined by Stock and Watson (2002b). To implement partial least squares, we follow the static approach of Groen and Kapetanios (2016). Denote the factors from one of the two methods by \( \hat{f}_j \). We then generate the forecast as \( \hat{y}_{T+1} = w_t^P \hat{\beta}_w^P + \sum_{i=1}^k \hat{f}_j \hat{\beta}_f^P \), where \( \{\hat{\beta}_w^P, \hat{\beta}_f^P\} \) are OLS estimates. The value of \( k \) is varied over \( \{0, \ldots, 100\} \).

Ridge and lasso regression achieve dimension reduction via regularization of the estimated coefficients. The one-step-ahead forecasts equal \( \hat{y}_{T+1} = w_t^P \hat{\beta}_w^P + x_t^P \hat{\beta}_x^P \), with

\[
(\hat{\beta}_w^P, \hat{\beta}_x^P) = \arg\min_{b_w, b_x} \left( \frac{1}{2T} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} (y_{t+1} - w_t^P b_w - x_t^P b_x)^2 + \lambda P(b_x) \right).
\]

The penalty term \( P(b_x) = (1/2) \sum_{i=1}^{p_x} \beta_i^2 \) in case of ridge regression (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970) and \( P(b_x) = \sum_{i=1}^{p_x} |b_{xi}| \) for the lasso (Tibshirani, 1996). The penalty parameter \( \lambda \) varies over the grid \( \log(\lambda) = \{-15, -14.7, \ldots, 15\} \) for ridge regression and over \( \log(\lambda) = \{-30, -29.7, \ldots, 0\} \) for lasso. We use the coordinate descent algorithm of Friedman et al. (2010) to estimate the parameters.
Table 1
FRED-MD: percentage best forecast performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Percentage loss</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP</td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>RI</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage loss</td>
<td>56.92</td>
<td>81.54</td>
<td>81.54</td>
<td>78.46</td>
<td>87.69</td>
<td>84.62</td>
<td>84.62</td>
<td>83.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage wins</td>
<td>11.54</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>47.69</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>29.23</td>
<td>69.23</td>
<td>83.85</td>
<td>76.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage losses</td>
<td>17.69</td>
<td>16.92</td>
<td>50.77</td>
<td>21.54</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>63.85</td>
<td>84.62</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage wins</td>
<td>34.62</td>
<td>29.23</td>
<td>70.77</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>39.23</td>
<td>80.77</td>
<td>18.46</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: this table shows the percentage of the 130 available series for which a method listed in a row outperforms a method listed in a column, as well as all methods (last column). Ties occur if \( k = 0 \) is selected by both methods throughout the evaluation period.

Fig. 2. FRED-MD: forecast accuracy relative to principal component regression. Note: this figure shows the MSFE of the forecasts for all series produced by random projection regression (upper panel) and random subset regression (lower panel), scaled by the MSFE of principal component regression. Series are grouped as in McCracken and Ng (2016). Values below one indicate the method is preferred over principal components. Colors indicate that the difference from one is significant at the 10% level (gray), 5% level (dark-gray), or 1% level (black), based on a two-sided Diebold–Mariano test.

5.2. Empirical results

The results show excellent forecast performance of the random subspace methods relative to the benchmark models. In line with the discussion in Section 3.3, we find a slightly higher accuracy for random subset regression relative to random projection regression. Table 1 shows the percentage wins in terms of MSFE in bivariate comparisons of the forecasting methods. Random subset regression achieves the best results for at least 66% of the series. A close competitor is random projection, which itself is also more accurate than all five benchmarks for a majority of the series. Ridge regression appears closest to random subset regression, although random subset regression is more accurate for over 66% of the series. The last column of Table 1 reports the percentage of the series for which a method outperforms all other methods. Random subset regression is more accurate than all other methods for 40% of the series.

Fig. 2 shows the MSFE of random projection regression (upper panel) and random subset regression (lower panel) relative to principal component regression. Values below one favor the random subspace method and the color of the bar indicates significance of the differences between the methods as determined by a Diebold and Mariano (1995) test. Random projection regression shows the largest improvements in category 7 (prices), and random subset regression in category 1 (output and income) and 2 (labor market).

We analyze industrial production (INDP) and inflation (CPI), corresponding to the FRED-MD mnemonics INDPRO and CPIAUCLSL respectively, in more detail. For industrial production \( y_t = \log(\text{INDPRO}_t / \text{INDPRO}_{t-1}) \) and for inflation \( y_t = \log(\text{CPIAUCLSL}_t / \text{CPIAUCLSL}_{t-1}) - \log(\text{CPIAUCLSL}_{t-1} / \text{CPIAUCLSL}_{t-2}) \). Table 2 shows the MSFE relative to the AR(4) model for all models under consideration with the relevant tuning parameters selected based on past predictive performance. Random subset regression is most accurate for INDP and random projection regression for CPI.
### Table 2
FRED-MD: relative MSFE on industrial production and inflation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>RS</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>PL</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>LA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IND P</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: this table shows the MSFE relative to the AR(4) model for Industrial Production (INDP) and the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for different methods. The tuning parameters are selected based on past predictive performance.

In **Table 2**, we present the relative MSFE for different methods compared to the AR(4) model. The results indicate that the methods perform similarly, with slight variations in accuracy across different indicators. The tuning parameters are selected based on past predictive performance.

#### Fig. 3.
FRED-MD: forecast accuracy and subspace dimension selection. Note: the upper panels show the MSFE for different values of the subspace dimension $k$ relative to an AR(4) model. The lower panels show the recursive selection of the subspace dimension $k$. The different lines correspond to random projection (RP, solid), random subset (RS, dashed), and principal component regression (PC, dotted). The left panels correspond to industrial production (INDP) and the right panels to inflation (CPI).

In **Fig. 3**, we analyze how the selected subspace dimension affects forecast accuracy. The upper panels show how the MSFE depends on the subspace dimension $k$ if the same dimension is selected throughout the forecast period. The forecast performance appears robust to the choice of the subspace dimension, with similar accuracy for values of $k$ around the optimal choice.

We also show the relation between the MSFE and the number of principal components used by principal component regression. This shows that for industrial production, principal component regression optimally uses five components, while for inflation, it uses 53 components. The theoretical discussion in Section 3.3 then suggests this favors random subset regression on industrial production, while random projection is favored for inflation. This is indeed observed in the upper panels of **Fig. 3**.

The lower panels of **Fig. 3** show the recursively selected subspace dimensions over time. The selected subspace dimension is relatively stable for the random subspace methods and, with the exception of the initial periods for CPI, close to the ex-post optimal value of $k$. **Fig. 3** also shows the recursively selected number of principal components. For inflation, this number increases drastically around 2009. The large differences between the selected random subspace dimension and the selected number of principal components emphasize that these have a markedly different effect on the MSFE.

Finally, **Fig. 4** shows the estimated coefficients used by both random subspace methods. We see that industrial production is related to variables from all indicator groups, while the inflation rate is best explained by indicators for money and credit (5) and prices (7). Although some differences in the estimated coefficients are observed, we find a correlation coefficient between the coefficients equal to 0.77 for industrial production and 0.82 for inflation.

#### 6. Conclusion

Random subspace methods reduce the dimension of the predictor set by selecting subsets of the predictors, or by weighting the predictors using random weights. This paper derives bounds on the asymptotic mean squared forecast error...
Fig. 4. FRED-MD: relative weight predictors in random subspace methods. Note: this figure shows the average coefficients of the predictors in $\xi_t$ in random projection regression (RP) in the left column and random subset regression (RS) in the right column, estimated by $E_{\tilde{R}_k}$ for the optimal subspace dimension in the last estimation sample. Series are grouped as in McCracken and Ng (2016). The ‘zero’ group represents the first four lags of the dependent variable. The first row corresponds to industrial production (INDP) and the second to inflation (CPI). Dark colored bins indicate coefficients which differ two standard deviations from the average overall coefficients.

of these methods. The bounds show that these methods are expected to work well in macroeconomic forecasting, where the factors that explain most of the variation in the predictors drive the dependent variable. A numerical study and an empirical exercise support these findings.
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Appendix. Proofs

A.1. Independence between predictor and estimation error

Lemma 4. Define $\tilde{\beta}$ as in (3). For the model in (1) under Assumptions A1–A7, $z_T$ is independent of $\sqrt{T}(\tilde{\beta} - \beta)$ as $T \to \infty$.

Proof. We have $T$ observations available for estimation of the parameter vector $\beta$. For some $\alpha > 0$, take $T_1 = (1 - T^{-\alpha})T$, such that $T_1/T = O(1)$, $(T - T_1)/T = o(1)$. We require $T - T_1 \to \infty$, such that $\alpha < 1$. The estimation error is given by

$$\sqrt{T}(\tilde{\beta} - \beta) = \left( \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} z_t z_t' \right)^{-1} \frac{1}{\sqrt{T}} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} z_t \varepsilon_{t+1}. \quad (24)$$

We split $\frac{1}{\sqrt{T}} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} z_t \varepsilon_{t+1}$ into a part that is independent of $z_T$ and one that is dependent of $z_T$, but negligible as $T \to \infty$.

$$\frac{1}{\sqrt{T}} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} z_t \varepsilon_{t+1} = \sqrt{\frac{T_1}{T}} \sum_{t=0}^{T_1} z_t \varepsilon_{t+1} + \sqrt{\frac{T - T_1}{T}} \sum_{t=T_1+1}^{T-1} z_t \varepsilon_{t+1}. \quad (25)$$

The following applies to all elements of the vectors in (25). By Assumption A4 and Chebyshev’s inequality $P(|z_t \varepsilon_{t+1}| \geq T^{1/2}) \leq T^{-1/2} \Delta$. Using Bonferroni’s inequality, we then have $P(\max_{t=T_1+1, \ldots, T-1} |z_t \varepsilon_{t+1}| \geq T^{1/2}) \leq T^{-1/2-\alpha} \Delta$. Setting $\alpha > 1/2$, we have that almost surely

$$\sqrt{\frac{T - T_1}{T}} \sum_{t=T_1+1}^{T-1} z_t \varepsilon_{t+1} \leq T^{-\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} + 1 - \alpha}. \quad (26)$$

Choosing $\alpha > 3/4$,

$$\frac{1}{\sqrt{T}} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} z_t \varepsilon_{t+1} = \sqrt{\frac{T_1}{T}} \sum_{t=0}^{T_1} z_t \varepsilon_{t+1} + o_p(1). \quad (27)$$
Since under Assumptions A1–A7 a central limit theorem yields $\frac{1}{\sqrt{T}} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} z_t \varepsilon_{t+1} \sim N(0, \Sigma_z)$, the left-hand size is $O_p(1)$. This implies that the first term on the right-hand size is $O_p(1)$. Since $\{(z_t, \varepsilon_{t+1})\}$ is strong mixing by Assumption A1, and $T - T_1 \to \infty$ for $\alpha < 1$, we have that $z_T$ is independent of the first term of the right-hand size in the limit where $T \to \infty$. Then $z_T$ is also independent of the left-hand side when $T \to \infty$. By the same argument $z_T$ is asymptotically independent of $\frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} z_t \varepsilon_t$. This shows that as $T \to \infty$, $z_T$ is independent of $\sqrt{T}(\beta - \beta)$. 

A.2. Proof of Theorem 1

The asymptotic MSFE is given by

$$
\begin{align*}
\rho(p_w, k) &= \lim_{T \to \infty} TE \left[ \left( z_T \beta - z_T \beta \right) \left( z_T \beta - z_T \beta \right) \right] \\
&= \lim_{T \to \infty} TE \left[ \text{tr} \left( z_T z_T^T (\beta - E[\beta]) (\beta - E[\beta]) \right) \right],
\end{align*}
$$

(28)

where we define $A_k \equiv S_k (S_k^T Z S_k)^{-1} S_k Z' Z$. We now invoke the asymptotic independence of $z_T$ and $\hat{\beta}$ established in Lemma 4, and use that $E[z_T z_T'] = \Sigma_z$ to obtain

$$
\begin{align*}
\rho(p_w, k) &= \lim_{T \to \infty} E \left[ (\beta - E[\beta]) (\beta - E[\beta]) \right] \\
&= \lim_{T \to \infty} E \left[ (\beta - E[\beta]) (\beta - E[\beta]) \right],
\end{align*}
$$

(29)

where we use $\lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} Z' Z = \Sigma_z$ from (12).

Define the matrices $W = (w_0, \ldots, w_{T-1})'$ and $X = (x_0, \ldots, x_{T-1})'$, and the projection matrices $P_w = W(W' W)^{-1} W'$ and $M_w = I - P_w$. Write $\beta_R = (\beta_w', \hat{\beta}_{x,R}')'$. By the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem,

$$
\hat{\beta}_{x,R} = (R' X M_w X R)^{-1} R' X M_w y, \quad \hat{\beta}_{x,R} = (W' W)^{-1} W' (y - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R})
$$

(30)

Using that $Z = [W, X]$ and the definition of $S_k$ provided in (8), we have

$$
\begin{align*}
(\beta - E[\beta])(\beta - E[\beta]) &= \epsilon_0 P_w \varepsilon + (\beta_w - E[\beta_w])(\beta_w - E[\beta_w]),
\end{align*}
$$

(31)

The asymptotic MSFE then decomposes as

$$
\rho(p_w, k) = \sigma^2_p w + \lim_{T \to \infty} E \left[ (\beta_w - E[\beta_w])(\beta_w - E[\beta_w]) \right].
$$

(32)

By Jensen's inequality, this can be bounded by

$$
\rho(p_w, k) \leq \sigma^2_p w + \lim_{T \to \infty} E^* \left[ (\beta_w - R\hat{\beta}_{x,R})(\beta_w - R\hat{\beta}_{x,R}) \right],
$$

(33)

where $E^*[\cdot] = E[\varepsilon^2]$. The second term on the right-hand side of (33) can be rewritten as

$$
\lim_{T \to \infty} E^* \left[ (y - \varepsilon - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R}) M_w (y - \varepsilon - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R}) \right] = \lim_{T \to \infty} E^* \left[ \varepsilon M_w \varepsilon + (y - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R}) M_w (y - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R}) - 2 \varepsilon M_w (y - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R}) \right].
$$

(34)

To proceed, note that $\hat{\beta}_{x,R} = \arg \min_u (y - R u) M_w (y - R u)$. Therefore, for an arbitrary $p_x \times 1$ vector $u$, (34) is upper bounded by

$$
\begin{align*}
\lim_{T \to \infty} E^* \left[ \varepsilon M_w \varepsilon + (y - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R}) M_w (y - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R}) - 2 \varepsilon M_w (y - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R}) \right] &= \lim_{T \to \infty} E^* \left[ (\beta_w - R u)' M_w X (\beta_w - R u) + 2 \varepsilon M_w (y - XR\hat{\beta}_{x,R} - R u) \right],
\end{align*}
$$

(35)

Since we are free to choose $u$, we choose

$$
v = \frac{1}{\sqrt{T}} R' u + (R' X M_w X R)^{-1} R' X M_w \varepsilon,
$$

(36)

with $u$ a fixed $p_x \times 1$ vector.
Substituting \((36)\) into \((35)\), we see that the cross terms from the first part of \((35)\) cancel against the second part of \((35)\). In total, we have
\[
\lim_{T \to \infty} E^* \left[ \varepsilon' P_{MW} X R \varepsilon + (\beta_{x,0} - RR'u)^T M_W X (\beta_{x,0} - RR'u) \right].
\]
where \(P_{MW} = M_W X (R'X'M_W X)^{-1} R'X'M_W\).

From \((12)\), we know that \(\frac{1}{\sigma^2} P_{MW} X R \xrightarrow{(d)} \chi^2(k)\) and \(\Sigma = \text{plim}_{T \to \infty} T^{-1} X'M_W X\). Then,
\[
\rho(p_w, k) \leq \sigma^2 (p_w + k) + E_R \left[ (\beta_{x,0} - RR'u)^T \Sigma (\beta_{x,0} - RR'u) \right].
\]
The bound in \((38)\) is valid for any choice of \(u\). After taking the expectation with respect to \(R\), we follow the approach by Thanei et al. (2017) for the in-sample MSE and minimize the bound with respect to \(u\). Together with the fact that \(E_R[R'R'] = (k/p_x) I_{p_x}\), this yields
\[
\rho(p_w, k) \leq \sigma^2 (p_w + k) + \beta_{x,0}' \Sigma \beta_{x,0} - \beta_{x,0}' \Sigma \left( \frac{p_x}{k} E_R[R'R'] \right) \left( \frac{p_x}{k} \right)^{-1} \Sigma \beta_{x,0}.
\]

### A.3. Proof of Lemma 1

Let \(R \in \mathbb{R}^{p_x \times k}\) be a random selection matrix and \(\Sigma\) a positive definite matrix. Note that \(RR'\) is a \(p_x \times p_x\) diagonal matrix with \(k\) diagonal elements equal to \(1\), and the remaining elements equal to zero. This implies that for \(i \neq j\)
\[
[RR' \Sigma RR']_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
[\Sigma]_{ij} & \text{if } [RR']_{ii}[RR']_{jj} = 1, \\
0 & \text{if } [RR']_{ii}[RR']_{jj} = 0.
\end{cases}
\]
Because the non-zero entries are selected uniformly at random, \(P\left([RR']_{ii} = 1\right) = k/p_x\) and \(P\left([RR']_{ii}[RR']_{jj} = 1\right) = (k/p_x) \cdot (k-1)/(p_x - 1)\) for \(i \neq j\). This yields \(E_R[RR'] = (k/p_x) I_{p_x}\) and
\[
E_R[RR' \Sigma RR'] = \frac{k}{p_x} \Sigma - \frac{k - 1}{p_x(p_x - 1)} \Sigma = \frac{k}{p_x} \left( \frac{k - 1}{p_x - 1} \Sigma + \frac{p_x - k}{p_x - 1} D_\Sigma \right).
\]

### A.4. Proof of Lemma 2

Decompose \(R = QP\) with \(Q = (R'R)^{-1/2}\) and \(P = (R'R)^{1/2}\). We have
\[
S_{R\hat{R}} = \begin{pmatrix} I_{p_w} & 0 \\
O & R \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} W'W & W'XR \\
R'X'W & R'X'XR \end{pmatrix}^{-1} \begin{pmatrix} W' \\\nR'X' \end{pmatrix} y,
\]
where \(H_{R} = R(R'X'M_W X)^{-1} R\). Using now that \(R = QP\) with \(P\) a \(k \times k\) invertible matrix, we see that \(H_{R} = Q(Q'X'M_W X)^{-1} Q\). Hence, \(S_{R\hat{R}} = S_{Q\hat{R}}\).

### A.5. Proof of Lemma 3

Lemma 3 follows from Theorem 1, Lemma 2, and an analytic expression for the expectation appearing in Theorem 1 that is provided here. First, let \(R\) be a \(p_x \times k\) matrix with independent standard normal entries. Consider again the decomposition \(R = QP\), where \(Q = (R'R)^{-1/2}\) and \(P = (R'R)^{1/2}\). For any orthogonal \(p_x \times p_x\) matrix \(H_{p_x}\), we have that
\[
H_{p_x} R (R'H_{p_x} R)^{-1/2} = H_{p_x} Q.
\]
Also, \(H_{p_x} R\) has the same distribution as \(R\) by orthogonal invariance of the matrix variate normal distribution with identity covariance matrices. Combining this with \((43)\) shows that \(H_{p_x} Q\) has the same distribution as \(Q\).

Use the invariance property together with the eigenvalue decomposition of \(\Sigma = H \Lambda H'\), where \(H\) is a \(p_x \times p_x\) orthogonal matrix, to rewrite
\[
E_Q[QQ' \Sigma QQ'] = E_Q[QQ' H \Lambda H' QQ']
\]
\[
= E_Q[H'H QQ' H \Lambda H' QQ' H'H']
\]
\[
= HE_Q[QQ' \Lambda QQ'] H'.
\]
The elements of the matrix \( M = QQ' \Lambda QQ' \), \( m_{ij} \), are a function of the eigenvalues of \( \Sigma \), \( \lambda_i \), and the elements of \( Q \), \( q_{ij} \), for \( i, i' = 1, \ldots, p_x \) and \( j, j' = 1, \ldots, k \):

\[
\begin{align*}
m_{ii} &= \lambda_i \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} q_{ij}^2 + \sum_{j \neq j'} q_{ij}^2 q_{ij}' \right) + \sum_{l \neq i} \lambda_l \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} q_{ij}^2 q_{lj} + \sum_{j \neq j'} q_{ij} q_{lj} q_{ij}' q_{lj}' \right), \\
m_{ii'} &= \lambda_i \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} q_{ij}^2 q_{ij}' + \sum_{j \neq j'} q_{ij}^2 q_{ij} q_{ij}' q_{ij}' \right) + \lambda_{i'} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} q_{i'j}^2 q_{ij} + \sum_{j \neq j'} q_{i'j} q_{ij} q_{i'j} q_{ij}' \right) \\
&\quad+ \sum_{l \neq (i, i')} \lambda_l \left( \sum_{j=1}^{k} q_{ij} q_{ij} q_{lj}^2 + \sum_{j \neq j'} q_{ij} q_{ij} q_{ij} q_{ij}' \right).
\end{align*}
\] (45)

From (45) it follows that we need the (mixed) moments of \( q_{ij} \) up to fourth order. The required non-zero moments are provided in the following lemma.

**Lemma 5.** Let \( Q \) be a random orthogonal matrix. Denote the \( i, j \)th entry of \( Q \) by \( q_{ij} \), and let \( i' \) and \( j' \) be indices such that \( i \neq i', j \neq j' \). The non-zero (mixed) moments of \( q_{ij} \) up to fourth-order are

\[
\begin{align*}
E[q_{ij}^2] &= \frac{1}{p_x}, & E[q_{ij}^2] &= \frac{3}{p_x(p_x+2)}, & E[q_{ij} q_{ij}^2] &= \frac{1}{p_x(p_x+2)}, \\
E[q_{ij} q_{ij} q_{ij} q_{ij}'] &= \frac{p_x-1}{p_x(p_x-1)(p_x+2)}, & E[q_{ij} q_{ij} q_{ij} q_{ij}'] &= \frac{1}{p_x(p_x-1)(p_x+2)}.
\end{align*}
\] (46)

**Proof.** These expressions can be found using orthogonal Weingarten functions, see Example 2.1 and Section VII in Collins and Matsumoto (2009). Explicit calculations are available upon request.

Substituting the moments in Lemma 5 in the expectation of (45), we have

\[
E[m_{ij}] = \frac{k}{p_x} \left( \frac{2 + k}{p_x+2} \lambda_i + \frac{p_x-k}{(p_x+2)(p_x-1)} \sum_{j \neq i} \lambda_j \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{k}{p_x} \left( \frac{p_x(k+1)-2}{(p_x+2)(p_x-1)} \lambda_i + \frac{p_x-k}{(p_x+2)(p_x-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{p_x} \lambda_i \right),
\]

\[E[m_{ij}] = 0.\] (47)

Substituting this expression in (44), we arrive at

\[
E_Q[QQ' \Sigma QQ'] = \frac{k}{p_x} \left( \frac{p_x(k+1)-2}{(p_x+2)(p_x-1)} \Sigma + \frac{(p_x-k)p_x}{(p_x+2)(p_x-1)} \frac{\text{tr}(\Sigma)}{p_x} I_{p_x} \right).
\] (48)

**A.6. Proof of Theorem 2**

The following matrices play an important role in the proof,

\[
V = \Sigma^{1/2} R (R' \Sigma R)^{-1} R' \Sigma^{1/2} \quad \text{and} \quad U = I_{p_x} - V,
\] (49)

where \( R \) denotes a random selection or projection matrix.

**A.6.1. Preliminary lemma’s**

**Lemma 6.** Define \( \tau = \lambda_{\text{max}}(\Sigma)/\lambda_{\text{min}}(\Sigma) \), and denote by \( A \preceq B \) that \( B - A \) is positive semidefinite. The matrices defined in (49) satisfy

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{\tau} \frac{k}{p_x} l_{p_x} &\leq E_{R}[P] \leq \tau \frac{k}{p_x} l_{p_x}, & \frac{1}{\tau} \frac{p_x-k}{p_x} l_{p_x} &\leq E_{R}[U] \leq \tau \frac{p_x-k}{p_x} l_{p_x}.
\end{align*}
\] (50)

**Proof.** We present the proof for \( E_{R}[V] \). The proof for \( E_{R}[U] \) follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_{\text{min}}(\Sigma) l_{p_x} &\leq \lambda_{\text{min}}(\Sigma)(R'R) \leq \lambda_{\text{max}}(\Sigma) l_{p_x}, & \Sigma &\preceq (R'R)^{-1} \Sigma R' \leq \lambda_{\text{max}}(\Sigma)(R'R)^{-1}, \\
\lambda_{\text{min}}(\Sigma)(R'R)^{-1} l_{p_x} &\leq \lambda_{\text{max}}(\Sigma)(R'R)^{-1} R' \leq \lambda_{\text{min}}(\Sigma)(R'R)^{-1} l_{p_x}. \quad \blacksquare
\end{align*}
\]
Lemma 7. For both random subset regression and random projection regression, a lower bound on the asymptotic MSFE is

\[
\rho(p_w, k) \geq \sigma^2 p_w + \tau^{-2} \left[ \left( (p_x - k) / p_x \right)^2 \beta_{x,0} \Sigma \beta_x,0 + \sigma^2 k^2 / p_x \right].
\]

Proof. Using (30), and the convergence in distribution given by (12), (32) can be rewritten to

\[
\rho(p_w, k) = \sigma^2 p_w + \lim_{T \to \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ (\beta_x - \mathbb{E}[\hat{R} \hat{R}_x,R])'[X'MW X(\beta_x - \mathbb{E}[\hat{R} \hat{R}_x,R])] \right] = \sigma^2 p_w + \lim_{T \to \infty} \mathbb{E}\left[ \epsilon' \mathbb{E}[\hat{R}X'[X'MW X(\beta_x - \mathbb{E}[\hat{R} \hat{R}_x,R])] + \lim_{T \to \infty} \beta_x'(I - X'MW X)X'MW X(I - A_T X'MW X) \beta_x,
\]

where \( A_T = \mathbb{E}[\hat{R}R'X'MW X(R')^{-1}R'] \). Using that \( \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} X'MW X = \Sigma \), we have \( \lim_{T \to \infty} TA_T = \mathbb{E}[\hat{R}R'X'MW X(R')^{-1}R'] \equiv A \). Under Assumption 8 and with \( U \) as in (49), the final term of (52) then equals

\[
\beta_{x,0}'(I - \Sigma A)\Sigma(I - A \Sigma)\beta_{x,0} = \beta_{x,0}' \Sigma^{1/2} \mathbb{E}[U]^2 \Sigma^{1/2} \beta_{x,0}.
\]

Under Assumptions A1–A7, \( T^{-1/2}X'MW \epsilon \xrightarrow{d} N(0, \sigma^2 \Sigma) \). Then, with \( V \) as in (49), the second term of (52) equals \( \sigma^2 \text{tr} (\Sigma^{1/2} A \Sigma^{1/2}) = \sigma^2 \text{tr} (\mathbb{E}[V]^2) \). Then

\[
\rho(p_w, k) = \sigma^2 p_w + \sigma^2 \text{tr}(\mathbb{E}[V]^2) + \beta_{x,0}' \Sigma^{1/2} \mathbb{E}[U]^2 \Sigma^{1/2} \beta_{x,0}.
\]

Applying Lemma 6 to (54) yields the required result.

Lemma 8 (Ahlswede and Winter, 2002, Theorem 19). Let \((X_1, \ldots, X_N)\) be a sequence of independent \( p_x \times p_x \) symmetric positive definite matrices with \( \lambda_{\max}(X_i) \leq 1 \) almost surely. Let \( S_N = \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i \) and \( \Omega = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \lambda_{\max}(\mathbb{E}[X_i]) \), then for all \( \epsilon \in (0, 1) \)

\[
P(\lambda_{\max}(S_N) - \mathbb{E}[S_N]) \geq \epsilon \Omega \leq 2p \exp(-\epsilon^2/2).
\]

This lemma is a non-trivial generalization of a Chernoff bound for sums of independent random variables. For an expository proof, see Section 2 of Wigderson and Xiao (2008).

A.6.2. Main proof of Theorem 2

The calculations leading to the MSFE expression in (54) can be repeated under a finite average over realizations of \( R \) instead of an expectation. Define \( V_T = \mathbb{E}[V], U_T = \mathbb{E}[U], V_S = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_i, \) and \( U_S = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} U_i \) where \( i \) indexes a particular draw of the random matrix \( R \). Using (54), the difference in the MSFE under a sum and expectation is

\[
\Delta = \beta_{x,0}' \Sigma^{1/2}(V_T^2 - U_S) \Sigma^{1/2} \beta_{x,0} + \sigma^2 \text{tr}(V_T^2 - U_S^2)
\]

\[
\leq 2\lambda_{\max}(U_T - U_S) \beta_{x,0}' \Sigma^{1/2} \beta_{x,0} + 2\sigma^2 \text{tr}((V_S - V_T) V_T)
\]

\[
\leq 2\lambda_{\max}(U_T - U_S) \tau \frac{p_x - k}{p_x} \beta_{x,0}' \Sigma^{1/2} \beta_{x,0} + 2\sigma^2 \text{tr}(V_S - V_T) \tau \frac{k}{p_x}
\]

where the second line is obtained by writing \( U_S = U_S - U_T + U_T \), and similar for \( V_S \). The third line follows from Cauchy–Schwarz, and the final line uses Lemma 6.

We now apply Lemma 8 to bound \( \lambda_{\max}(V_S - V_T) \) and \( \lambda_{\max}(U_T - U_S) \). Define \( X_i = \Sigma^{1/2} R_i (R_i' \Sigma R_i)^{-1} R_i' \Sigma^{1/2} \). Since \( X_i \) is a projection matrix we have \( \lambda_{\max}(X_i) = 1 \). Since all realizations of \( R_i \) are independent, we meet the conditions of Lemma 8. Set \( \Omega = N \lambda_{\max}(V_T) \), such that

\[
P(\lambda_{\max}(V_S - V_T) \geq \epsilon \lambda_{\max}(V_T)) \leq 2p \exp \left(-\epsilon^2/2 \right).
\]

By Lemma 6, this implies that

\[
P \left( \lambda_{\max}(V_S - V_T) \geq \epsilon \tau \frac{k}{p_x} \right) \leq 2p \exp \left(-\frac{\epsilon^2}{4} \frac{N \tau^{-1} k}{p_x} \right).
\]

The right-hand side of (58) needs to be close to zero, which requires that for some \( \delta \in (0, 1) \)

\[
2p \exp \left(-\frac{\epsilon^2}{4} \frac{N \tau^{-1} k}{p_x} \right) \leq \delta.
\]
To satisfy this inequality we need to choose the number of samples
\[ N \geq \frac{4\tau p_x}{\epsilon^2 k} \log \left( \frac{2p_x}{\delta} \right). \] (60)

For this number of draws, \( \lambda_{\max}(V_S - V_E) < \epsilon \tau (k/p_x) \) with large probability. Analogous calculations show that we need to choose the number of samples
\[ N \geq \frac{4\tau p_x}{\epsilon^2 k - k} \log \left( \frac{2p_x}{\delta} \right), \] (61)

such that \( \lambda_{\max}(U_S - U_E) < \epsilon \tau (p_x - k)/p_x \) with large probability. We therefore need \( N = O(p_x \log p_x) \) to satisfy both (60) and (61). In that case,
\[ \Delta \leq 2\epsilon^2 \left[ \left( \frac{p_x - k}{p_x} \right)^2 \beta_{x,0} \Sigma \beta_{x,0} + \sigma^2 k^2 \right] \leq \eta \rho(p_x, k), \] (62)

where \( \eta = 2\epsilon^2 \tau \), and we used the lower bound on the MSE provided in Lemma 7.
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